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Headless Relative Clauses in
Mesoamerican Languages Associate Professor of
Linguistics Ivano Caponigro
2020-12-15
This volume constitutes the
first in-depth, systematic study
of varieties of headless relative
clauses in fifteen languages
from five language families, all

Mesoamerican languages
spoken in Mexico and
Guatemala and one Chibchan
language spoken in Honduras.
Headless relative clauses are
clauses that often resemble
interrogative clauses or headed
relative clauses in their
morpho-syntactic shape, but
whose meaning brings them
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close to nominal constructions.
For the vastmajority of the
languages in this volume, many
of which are endangered and
all of which are understudied,
the work presented here
represents the only published
material on the subject.
War and Society in Ancient
Mesoamerica - Ross Hassig
1992-08-19
In this study of warfare in
ancient Mesoamerica, Ross
Hassig offers new insight into
three thousand years of
Mesoamerican history, from
roughly 1500 B.C. to the
Spanish conquest. He examines
the methods, purposes, and
values of warfare as practiced
by the major pre-Columbian
societies and shows how
warfare affected the rise of the
state.
The Oxford Handbook of
Mesoamerican Archaeology Deborah L. Nichols 2012-09-24
The Oxford Handbook of
Mesoamerican Archaeology
provides a current and
comprehensive guide to the
recent and on-going
archaeology of Mesoamerica.
Though the emphasis is on
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

prehispanic societies, this
Handbook also includes
coverage of important new
work by archaeologists on the
Colonial and Republican
periods. Unique among recent
works, the text brings together
in a single volume articlelength regional syntheses and
topical overviews written by
active scholars in the field of
Mesoamerican archaeology.
The first section of the
Handbook provides an
overview of recent history and
trends of Mesoamerica and
articles on national
archaeology programs and
practice in Central America
and Mexico written by
archaeologists from these
countries. These are followed
by regional syntheses
organized by time period,
beginning with early huntergatherer societies and the first
farmers of Mesoamerica and
concluding with a discussion of
the Spanish Conquest and
frontiers and peripheries of
Mesoamerica. Topical and
comparative articles comprise
the remainder of Handbook.
They cover important
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dimensions of prehispanic
societies--from ecology,
economy, and environment to
social and political relations-and discuss significant
methodological contributions,
such as geo-chemical source
studies, as well as new theories
and diverse theoretical
perspectives. The Handbook
concludes with a section on the
archaeology of the Spanish
conquest and the Colonial and
Republican periods to connect
the prehispanic, proto-historic,
and historic periods. This
volume will be a must-read for
students and professional
archaeologists, as well as other
scholars including historians,
art historians, geographers,
and ethnographers with an
interest in Mesoamerica.
The Oxford Handbook of
Archaeological Theory Andrew Gardner
This handbook is currently in
development, with individual
articles publishing online in
advance of print publication. At
this time, we cannot add
information about unpublished
articles in this handbook,
however the table of contents
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

will continue to grow as
additional articles pass through
the review process and are
added to the site. Please note
that the online publication date
for this handbook is the date
that the first article in the title
was published online.
Archaeological Theory in
Practice - Patricia A Urban
2019-03-04
Many students view
archaeological theory as a
subject distinct from field
research. This division is
reinforced by the way theory is
taught, often in stand-alone
courses that focus more on
logic and reasoning than on the
application of ideas to
fieldwork. Divorcing thought
from action does not convey
how archaeologists go about
understanding the past. This
book bridges the gap between
theory and practice by looking
in detail at how the authors
and their colleagues used
theory to interpret what they
found while conducting
research in northwest
Honduras. This is not a linear
narrative. Rather, the book
highlights the open-ended
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nature of archaeological
investigations in which theories
guide research whose findings
may challenge these initial
interpretations and lead in
unexpected directions.
Pursuing those novel
investigations requires new
theories that are themselves
subject to refutation by newly
gathered data. The central case
study is the writers’ work in
Honduras. The interrelations of
fieldwork, data, theory, and
interpretation are also
illustrated with two longrunning archaeological
debates, the emergence of
inequality in southern
Mesopotamia and inferring the
ancient meanings of
Stonehenge. The book is of
special interest to
undergraduate
Anthropology/Archaeology
majors and first- and secondyear graduate students, along
with anyone interested in how
archaeologists convert the
static materials we find into
dynamic histories of longvanished people.
Smoke, Flames, and the
Human Body in
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

Mesoamerican Ritual
Practice - Vera Tiesler 2018
Smoke, Flames, and the
Human Body in Mesoamerican
Ritual Practice address the
traditions, circumstances, and
practices that involved the
burning of bodies and bone, to
better understand the
ideologies behind these acts. It
brings together scholars
working across Mesoamerica
with different methodologies
and interdisciplinary lenses.
The Routledge Handbook of
Archaeology and
Globalization - Tamar Hodos
2016-11-18
This unique collection applies
globalization concepts to the
discipline of archaeology, using
a wide range of global case
studies from a group of
international specialists. The
volume spans from as early as
10,000 cal. BP to the modern
era, analysing the relationship
between material culture,
complex connectivities
between communities and
groups, and cultural change.
Each contributor considers
globalization ideas explicitly to
explore the socio-cultural
4/22
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connectivities of the past. In
considering social practices
shared between different
historic groups, and also the
expression of their respective
identities, the papers in this
volume illustrate the potential
of globalization thinking to
bridge the local and global in
material culture analysis. The
Routledge Handbook of
Archaeology and Globalization
is the first such volume to take
a world archaeology approach,
on a multi-period basis, in
order to bring together the
scope of evidence for the
significance of material culture
in the processes of
globalization. This work thus
also provides a means to
understand how material
culture can be used to assess
the impact of global
engagement in our
contemporary world. As such,
it will appeal to archaeologists
and historians as well as social
science researchers interested
in the origins of globalization.
Social Theory in Archaeology
and Ancient History - Geoff
Emberling 2015-11-24
At a time when archaeology

has turned away from
questions of the long-term and
large scale, this collection of
essays reflects on some of the
big questions in archaeology
and ancient history - how and
why societies have grown in
scale and complexity, how they
have maintained and discarded
aspects of their own cultural
heritage, and how they have
collapsed. In addressing these
long-standing questions of
broad interest and importance,
the authors develop counternarratives - new ways of
understanding what used to be
termed 'cultural evolution'.
Encompassing the Middle East
and Egypt, India, Southeast
Asia, Australia, the American
Southwest and Mesoamerica,
the fourteen essays offer
perspectives on long-term
cultural trajectories; on cities,
states and empires; on
collapse; and on the
relationship between
archaeology and history. The
book concludes with a
commentary by one of the
major voices in archaeological
theory, Norman Yoffee.
Houses in a Landscape - Julia
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A. Hendon 2010-04-22
In Houses in a Landscape, Julia
A. Hendon examines the
connections between social
identity and social memory
using archaeological research
on indigenous societies that
existed more than one
thousand years ago in what is
now Honduras. While these
societies left behind
monumental buildings, the
remains of their dead,
remnants of their daily life,
intricate works of art, and fine
examples of craftsmanship
such as pottery and stone tools,
they left only a small body of
written records. Despite this
paucity of written information,
Hendon contends that an
archaeological study of
memory in such societies is
possible and worthwhile. It is
possible because memory is not
just a faculty of the individual
mind operating in isolation, but
a social process embedded in
the materiality of human
existence. Intimately bound up
in the relations people develop
with one another and with the
world around them through
what they do, where and how
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

they do it, and with whom or
what, memory leaves material
traces. Hendon conducted
research on three
contemporaneous Native
American civilizations that
flourished from the seventh
century through the eleventh
CE: the Maya kingdom of
Copan, the hilltop center of
Cerro Palenque, and the
dispersed settlement of the
Cuyumapa valley. She analyzes
domestic life in these societies,
from cooking to crafting, as
well as public and private ritual
events including the ballgame.
Combining her findings with a
rich body of theory from
anthropology, history, and
geography, she explores how
objects—the things people
build, make, use, exchange,
and discard—help people
remember. In so doing, she
demonstrates how everyday life
becomes part of the social
processes of remembering and
forgetting, and how “memory
communities” assert
connections between the past
and the present.
The Aztecs - David Carrasco
2012-01-26
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Illuminates the complexities of
Aztec life. Readers meet a
people highly skilled in
sculpture, astronomy, city
planning, poetry, and
philosophy, who were also
profoundly committed to
cosmic regeneration through
the thrust of the ceremonial
knife and through warfare.
Record-Making and RecordKeeping in Early Societies Geoffrey Yeo 2021-04-22
Record-Making and RecordKeeping in Early Societies
provides a concise and up-todate survey of early recordmaking and record-keeping
practices across the world. It
investigates the ways in which
human activities have been
recorded in different settings
using different methods and
technologies. Based on an indepth analysis of literature
from a wide range of
disciplines, including
prehistory, archaeology,
Assyriology, Egyptology, and
Chinese and Mesoamerican
studies, the book reflects the
latest and most relevant
historical scholarship. Drawing
upon the author’s experience
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

as a practitioner and scholar of
records and archives and his
extensive knowledge of
archival theory and practice,
the book embeds its account of
the beginnings of recording
practices in a conceptual
framework largely derived
from archival science. Unique
both in its breadth of coverage
and in its distinctive
perspective on early recordmaking and record-keeping,
the book provides the only
updated and synoptic overview
of early recording practices
available worldwide. RecordMaking and Record-Keeping in
Early Societies will be of
interest to academics,
researchers, and students
engaged in the study of
archival science, archival
history, and the early history of
human culture. The book will
also appeal to practitioners of
archives and records
management interested in
learning more about the origins
of their profession.
Mesoamerican Archaeology Julia A. Hendon 2003-11-07
Offering an alternative to
traditional textbooks,
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Mesoamerican Archaeology:
Theory and Practice places the
reader in the middle of
contemporary debates by top
archaeologists actively
exploring the major
prehispanic societies of Central
America. Offers a
comprehensive introduction to
the archaeology of
Mesoamerica by focusing on
key time periods, sites, and the
issues these times and places
require us to confront.
Examines key moments in the
Mesoamerican historical
tradition, from the earliest
villages where Olmec art
flourished, to the Aztec and
Maya City-states that Spanish
invaders described in the 16th
century. Engages the
chronological benchmarks of
precolumbian social
development in Mesoamerica,
such as the transition to village
life, emergence of political
stratification, and formation of
Mesoamerican urban centers.
Includes an extensive
introduction by the editors that
situates contemporary
Mesoamerican archaeology in
the broader terms of the social
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

politics of archaeology. For
further resources to use with
this book - including study
questions, maps and
photographs - visit the website
at
www.blackwellpublishing.com/
BSGA/mesoam
Human Sacrifice, Militarism,
and Rulership - Saburo
Sugiyama 2005-03-10
An archaeological examination
of the Feathered Serpent
Pyramid as a symbol of power
in Teotihuacan.
Oysters in the Land of Cacao Bradley E. Ensor 2020
Oysters in the Land of Cacao
delivers a long-overdue
presentation of the
archaeology, material culture,
and regional synthesis on the
Formative to Late Classic
period societies of the western
Chontalpa region (Tabasco,
Mexico) through contemporary
theory. It offers a significant
new understanding of the
Mesoamerican Gulf Coast.
Archaeological Theory in
Practice - PatriciaA Urban
2017-07-05
In this concise, friendly
textbook, Patricia Urban and
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Edward Schortman teach the
basics of archaeological theory,
making explicit the crucial link
between theory and the actual
conduct of archaeological
research. The first half of the
text addresses the general
nature of theory, as well as
how it is used in the social
sciences and in archaeology in
particular. To demonstrate the
usefulness of theory, the
authors draw from research at
Stonehenge, Mesopotamia, and
their own long-term research
project in the Naco Valley of
Honduras. They show how
theory becomes meaningful
when it is used by very real
individuals to interpret equally
real materials. These extended
narratives exemplify the
creative interaction between
data and theory that shape our
understanding of the past.
Ideal for introductory courses
in archaeological theory.
The Early Mesoamerican
Village - Kent V Flannery
2019-10-28
One of the classic works of
archaeology, The Early
Mesoamerican Village was
among the first studies to fully
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

embrace the processual
movement of the 1970s.
Dancing around an ongoing
dialogue on methods and goals
between the Real
Mesoamerican Archaeologist,
the Great Synthesizer, and the
Skeptical Graduate Student, it
is both a seminal tract on
scientific method in
archaeology and a series of
studies on formative
Mesoamerica. It critically
evaluates techniques for
excavation, sampling of sites
and regions, and stylistic
analysis, as well as such
theoretical factors of
explanation as population
pressure, trade, and religion
and launched similar studies
for several later generations of
archaeologists. A new
Foreword by Jeremy Sabloff is
featured in this edition.
The Bioarchaeology of
Artificial Cranial
Modifications - Vera Tiesler
2013-10-16
The artificial shaping of the
skull vault of infants expresses
fundamental aspects of crafted
beauty, of identity, status and
gender in a way no other body
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practice does. Combining
different sources of
information, this volume
contributes new interpretations
on Mesoamerican head shaping
traditions. Here, the head with
its outer insignia was
commonly used as a metaphor
for designating the “self” and
personhood and, as part of the
body, served as a model for the
indigenous universe.
Analogously, the outer “looks”
of the head and its anatomical
constituents epitomized deeply
embedded worldviews and
longstanding traditions. It is in
this sense that this book
explores both the quotidian
roles and long-standing
ideological connotations of
cultural head modifications in
Mesoamerica and beyond,
setting new standards in the
discussion of the scope,
caveats, and future directions
involved in this study. The
systematic examination of
Mesoamerican skeletal series
fosters an explained review of
indigenous cultural history
through the lens of emblematic
head models with their
nuanced undercurrents of
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

religious identity and ethnicity,
social organization and
dynamic cultural shift. The
embodied expressions of
change are explored in
different geocultural settings
and epochs, being most visible
in the centuries surrounding
the Maya collapse and
following the cultural clash
implied by the European
conquest. These glimpses on
the Mesoamerican past
through head practices are
novel, as is the general
treatment of methodology and
theoretical frames. Although it
is anchored in physical
anthropology and archaeology
(specifically bioarchaeology),
this volume also integrates
knowledge derived from
anatomy and human
physiology, historical and
iconographic sources,
linguistics (polisemia) and
ethnography. The scope of this
work is rounded up by the
transcription and
interpretation of the many
colonial eye witness accounts
on indigenous head treatments
in Mesoamerica and beyond.
Storage in Ancient Complex
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Societies - Linda R.
Manzanilla 2016-05-20
The ability to accumulate and
store large amounts of goods is
a key feature of complex
societies in ancient times.
Storage strategies reflect the
broader economic and political
organization of a society and
changes in the development of
control mechanisms in both
administrative and nonadministrative—often kinship
based—sectors. This is the first
volume to examine storage
practices in ancient complex
societies from a comparative
perspective. This volume
includes 14 original papers by
leading archaeologists from
four continents which compare
storage systems in three key
regions with lengthy traditions
of complexity: the ancient Near
East, Mesoamerica, and Andes.
Storage in Ancient Complex
Societies demonstrates the
importance of understanding
storage for the study of
cultural evolution.
Power and Identity in
Archaeological Theory and
Practice - Eleanor HarrisonBuck 2012-04-15
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

A new and broader approach to
understanding power and
identity in the Mesoamerican
archaeological record
Megadrought and Collapse Harvey Weiss 2017
Megadrought and Collapse
revises the global
archaeological and historical
record with nine case studies
that describe and analyze
decades to centuries long
megadroughts, from the
Pleistocene to the 15th century
AD, and the societal collapses
they caused. Each study is a
definitive review of societal
responses to natural climate
change.
Houses in a Landscape - Julia
A. Hendon 2009-01-01
In Houses in a Landscape, Julia
A. Hendon examines the
connections between social
identity and social memory
using archaeological research
on indigenous societies that
existed more than one
thousand years ago in what is
now Honduras. While these
societies left behind
monumental buildings, the
remains of their dead,
remnants of their daily life,
11/22
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intricate works of art, and fine
examples of craftsmanship
such as pottery and stone tools,
they left only a small body of
written records. Despite this
paucity of written information,
Hendon contends that an
archaeological study of
memory in such societies is
possible and worthwhile. It is
possible because memory is not
just a faculty of the individual
mind operating in isolation, but
a social process embedded in
the materiality of human
existence. Intimately bound up
in the relations people develop
with one another and with the
world around them through
what they do, where and how
they do it, and with whom or
what, memory leaves material
traces. Hendon conducted
research on three
contemporaneous Native
American civilizations that
flourished from the seventh
century through the eleventh
CE: the Maya kingdom of
Copan, the hilltop center of
Cerro Palenque, and the
dispersed settlement of the
Cuyumapa valley. She analyzes
domestic life in these societies,
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

from cooking to crafting, as
well as public and private ritual
events including the ballgame.
Combining her findings with a
rich body of theory from
anthropology, history, and
geography, she explores how
objects—the things people
build, make, use, exchange,
and discard—help people
remember. In so doing, she
demonstrates how everyday life
becomes part of the social
processes of remembering and
forgetting, and how “memory
communities” assert
connections between the past
and the present.
Mesoamerican Plazas Kenichiro Tsukamoto
2014-04-10
Until now, archaeological and
historical studies of
Mesoamerican plazas have
been scarce compared to
studies of the surrounding
monumental architecture such
as pyramidal temples and
palaces. Many scholars have
assumed that ancient
Mesoamericans invested their
labor, wealth, and symbolic
value in pyramids and other
prominent buildings, viewing
12/22
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plazas as by-products of these
buildings. Even when
researchers have recognized
the potential significance of
plazas, they have thought that
plazas as vacant spaces could
offer few clues about their
cultural and political roles.
Mesoamerican Plazas
challenges both of these
assumptions. The primary
question that has motivated the
contributors is how
Mesoamerican plazas became
arenas for the creation and
negotiation of social relations
and values in a community. The
thirteen contributions stress
the significance of interplay
between power relations and
embodied practices set in
specific historical and material
settings, as outlined by
practice theory and
performance theory. This
approach allows the
contributors to explore broader
anthropological issues, such as
the negotiation of power
relations, community making,
and the constitution of political
authorities. Overall, the
contributions establish that
physical interactions among
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

people in communal events
were not the outcomes of
political machinations held
behind the scenes, but were
the actual political processes
through which people created,
negotiated, and subverted
social realities. If so, spacious
plazas that were arguably
designed for interactions
among a large number of
individuals must have also
provided critical arenas for the
constitution and transformation
of society.
Archaeological Theory Matthew Johnson 2011-09-09
Archaeological Theory, 2nd
Edition is the most current and
comprehensive introduction to
the field available. Thoroughly
revised and updated, this
engaging text offers students
an ideal entry point to the
major concepts and ongoing
debates in archaeological
research. New edition of a
popular introductory text that
explores the increasing
diversity of approaches to
archaeological theory Features
more extended coverage of
'traditional' or culturehistorical archaeology
13/22
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Examines theory across the
English-speaking world and
beyond Offers greatly
expanded coverage of
evolutionary theory, divided
into sociocultural and
Darwinist approaches Includes
an expanded glossary,
bibliography, and useful
suggestions for further
readings
Mesoamerican Archaeology Julia A. Hendon 2021-03-30
A unique and wide-ranging
introduction to the major
prehispanic and colonial
societies of Mexico and Central
America, featuring new and
revised material throughout
Mesoamerican Archaeology:
Theory and Practice, Second
Edition, provides readers with
a diverse and well-balanced
view of the archaeology of the
indigenous societies of Mexico
and Central America, helping
students better understand key
concepts and engage with
contemporary debates and
issues within the field. The
fully updated second edition
incorporates contemporary
research that reflects new
approaches and trends in

Mesoamerican archaeology.
New and revised chapters from
first-time and returning
authors cover the archaeology
of Mesoamerican cultural
history, from the early Gulf
Coast Olmec, to the Classic and
Postclassic Maya, to the
cultures of Oaxaca and Central
Mexico before and after
colonization. Presenting a wide
range of approaches that
illustrate political, socioeconomic, and symbolic
interpretations, this textbook:
Encourages students to
consider diverse ways of
thinking about Mesoamerica:
as a linguistic area, as a
geographic region, and as a
network of communities of
practice Represents a wide
spectrum of perspectives and
approaches to Mesoamerican
archaeology, including
coverage of the Postclassic and
Colonial periods Enables
readers to think critically about
how explanations of the past
are produced, verified, and
debated Includes accessible
introductory material to ensure
that students and nonspecialists understand the
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chronological and geographic
frameworks of the
Mesoamerican tradition
Discusses recent developments
in the contemporary theory and
practice of Mesoamerican
archaeology Presents new and
original research by a team of
internationally recognized
contributors Mesoamerican
Archaeology: Theory and
Practice, Second Edition, is
ideal for use in undergraduate
courses on the archaeology of
Mexico and Central America,
as well as for broader courses
on the archaeology of the
Americas.
The Maya Forest Garden Anabel Ford 2016-07
The conventional wisdom says
that the devolution of Classic
Maya civilization occurred
because its population grew
too large and dense to be
supported by primitive
neotropical farming methods,
resulting in debilitating
famines and internecine
struggles. Using research on
contemporary Maya farming
techniques and important new
archaeological research, Ford
and Nigh refute this
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

Malthusian explanation of
events in ancient Central
America and posit a radical
alternative theory. The authorsshow that ancient Maya
farmers developed ingenious,
sustainable woodland
techniques to cultivate
numerous food plants
(including the staple maize);examine both contemporary
tropical farming techniques
and the archaeological record
(particularly regarding climate)
to reach their conclusions;make the argument that these
ancient techniques, still in use
today, can support significant
populations over long periods
of time.
The Mesoamerican Ballgame Vernon L. Scarborough
1993-01-01
The Precolumbian ballgame,
played on a masonry court, has
long intrigued scholars
because of the magnificence of
its archaeological remains.
From its lowland Maya origins
it spread throughout the Aztec
empire, where the game was so
popular that sixteen thousand
rubber balls were imported
annually into Tenochtitlan. It
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endured for two thousand
years, spreading as far as to
what is now southern Arizona.
This new collection of essays
brings together research from
field archaeology, mythology,
and Maya hieroglyphic studies
to illuminate this important yet
puzzling aspect of Native
American culture. The authors
demonstrate that the game was
more than a spectator sport;
serving social, political,
mythological, and cosmological
functions, it celebrated both
fertility and the afterlife, war
and peace, and became an
evolving institution functioning
in part to resolve conflict
within and between groups.
The contributors provide
complete coverage of the
archaeological, sociopolitical,
iconographic, and ideological
aspects of the game, and offer
new information on the
distribution of ballcourts, new
interpretations of mural art,
and newly perceived relations
of the game with material in
the Popol Vuh. With its
scholarly attention to a subject
that will fascinate even general
readers, The Mesoamerican
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

Ballgame is a major
contribution to the study of the
mental life and outlook of New
World peoples.
The New Archaeology and the
Ancient Maya - Jeremy A.
Sabloff 1994-08-15
Nowadays, archaeological
investigators don't just dig up
the past They use high-tech
equipment, chemical analyses,
sampling strategies, and other
modern means to gain a better
understanding of why and how
cultures change. Using the
study of the Maya as a test
case, Jeremy Sabloff shows
how the exciting
transformation of archaeology
is shedding new light on past
civilizations.
The Ceramic Sequence of
the Holmul Region,
Guatemala - Michael G.
Callaghan 2016-11-29
New and comprehensive
sequencing of the ceramics in
Guatemala's Holmul region
provides answers to important
questions in Maya archaeology.
In this comprehensive and
highly illustrated new study,
authors Callaghan and Neivens
de Estrada use type: variety16/22
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mode classification to define a
ceramic sequence that spans
approximately 1,600 years.
Political Strategies in PreColumbian Mesoamerica Sarah Kurnick 2016-03-21
Political authority contains an
inherent contradiction. Rulers
must reinforce social inequality
and bolster their own unique
position at the top of the
sociopolitical hierarchy, yet
simultaneously emphasize
social similarities and the
commonalities shared by all.
Political Strategies in PreColumbian Mesoamerica
explores the different and
complex ways that those who
exercised authority in the
region confronted this
contradiction. New data from a
variety of well-known scholars
in Mesoamerican archaeology
reveal the creation,
perpetuation, and contestation
of politically authoritative
relationships between rulers
and subjects and between
nobles and commoners. The
contributions span the
geographic breadth and
temporal extent of preColumbian Mesoamerica—from
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

Preclassic Oaxaca to the
Classic Petén region of
Guatemala to the Postclassic
Michoacán—and the
contributors weave together
archaeological, epigraphic, and
ethnohistoric data. Grappling
with the questions of how those
exercising authority convince
others to follow and why
individuals often choose to
recognize and comply with
authority, Political Strategies
in Pre-Columbian Mesoamerica
discusses why the study of
political authority is both
timely and significant, reviews
how scholars have historically
understood the operation of
political authority, and
proposes a new analytical
framework to understand how
rulers rule. Contributors
include Sarah B. Barber,
Joanne Baron, Christopher S.
Beekman, Jeffrey Brzezinski,
Bryce Davenport, Charles
Golden, Takeshi Inomata,
Arthur A. Joyce, Sarah Kurnick,
Carlo J. Lucido, Simon Martin,
Tatsuya Murakami, Helen
Perlstein Pollard, and Víctor
Salazar Chávez.
Women in Archaeology - Cheryl
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Claassen 1994-06
"Pt. 1 of this collection
presents a history of women in
Americanist archaeology,
including a biography of
Dorothy Hughes Popenoe who
conducted early stratigraphic
excavations in Honduras. Pt. 2
focuses on the current status of
North American women in Me
Aztec Imperial Strategies Frances F. Berdan 1996
"Based on a ten-week working
seminar in 1986, offers new
interpretations of the extent,
organization, and imperial
strategies of the Aztec empire.
Analyzes data from the major
chroniclers and from individual
towns and places throughout
the empire. Informa
Satellite Remote Sensing for
Archaeology - Sarah H. Parcak
2009-03-31
This handbook is the first
comprehensive overview of the
field of satellite remote sensing
for archaeology and how it can
be applied to ongoing
archaeological fieldwork
projects across the globe. It
provides a survey of the history
and development of the field,
connecting satellite remote
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

sensing in archaeology to
broader developments in
remote sensing, archaeological
method and theory, cultural
resource management, and
environmental studies. With a
focus on practical uses of
satellite remote sensing, Sarah
H. Parcak evaluates satellite
imagery types and remote
sensing analysis techniques
specific to the discovery,
preservation, and management
of archaeological sites. Case
studies from Asia, Central
America, and the Middle East
are explored, including Xi’an,
China; Angkor Wat, Cambodia
and Egypt’s floodplains. In-field
surveying techniques particular
to satellite remote sensing are
emphasized, providing
strategies for recording ancient
features on the ground
observed from space. The book
also discusses broader issues
relating to archaeological
remote sensing ethics, looting
prevention, and archaeological
site preservation. New sensing
research is included and
illustrated with the inclusion of
over 160 satellite images of
ancient sites. With a
18/22
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companion website
(www.routledge.com/textbooks
/9780415448789) with further
resources and colour images,
Satellite Remote Sensing for
Archaeology will provide
anyone interested in scientific
applications to uncovering past
archaeological landscapes a
foundation for future research
and study.
Material Encounters and
Indigenous Transformations
in the Early Colonial
Americas - 2019-04-09
Material Encounters and
Indigenous Transformations in
the Early Colonial Americas
brings together 15
archaeological case studies
that offer new perspectives on
colonial period interactions in
the Caribbean and surrounding
areas through a specific focus
on material culture and
indigenous agency.
Early Mesoamerican Cities Michael Love 2022-01-06
This study of early cities in
Mesoamerica will contribute
significantly to the world-wide
discourse on early cities and
urbanism.
Early Mesoamerican Social

Transformations - Richard G.
Lesure 2011-10-04
Between 3500 and 500 bc, the
social landscape of ancient
Mesoamerica was completely
transformed. At the beginning
of this period, the mobile
lifeways of a sparse population
were oriented toward hunting
and gathering. Three millennia
later, protourban communities
teemed with people. These
essays by leading
Mesoamerican archaeologists
examine developments of the
era as they unfolded in the
Soconusco region along the
Pacific coast of Mexico and
Guatemala, a region that has
emerged as crucial for
understanding the rise of
ancient civilizations in
Mesoamerica. The contributors
explore topics including the
gendered division of labor,
changes in subsistence, the
character of ceremonialism,
the emergence of social
inequality, and large-scale
patterns of population
distribution and social change.
Together, they demonstrate the
contribution of Soconusco to
cultural evolution in
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Mesoamerica and challenge
what we thought we knew
about the path toward social
complexity.
Mesoamerican Figurines Cristina T. Halperin 2011
This book examines figurines
from the Olmec to the Aztec
civilizations. This book also
analyzes these objects by their
stylistic attributes,
archaeological content,
function.
The Role of
archaeoastronomy in the
Maya World - UNESCO Office
Mexico 2016-12-31
Indigenous Archaeologies Margaret Bruchac 2016-06-03
This comprehensive reader on
indigenous archaeology shows
that collaboration has become
a key part of archaeology and
heritage practice worldwide.
Collaborative projects and
projects directed and
conducted by indigenous
peoples independently have
become standard, community
concerns are routinely
addressed, and oral histories
are commonly incorporated
into research. This volume
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

begins with a substantial
section on theoretical and
philosophical underpinnings,
then presents key articles from
around the globe in sections on
Oceania, North America,
Mesoamerica and South
America, Africa, Asia, and
Europe. Editorial introductions
to each piece contextualize
them in the intersection of
archaeology and indigenous
studies. This major collection is
an ideal text for courses in
indigenous studies,
archaeology, heritage
management, and related
fields.
Relational Identities and Otherthan-Human Agency in
Archaeology - Eleanor
Harrison-Buck 2018-08-20
Relational Identities and Otherthan-Human Agency in
Archaeology explores the
benefits and consequences of
archaeological theorizing on
and interpretation of the social
agency of nonhumans as
relational beings capable of
producing change in the world.
The volume cross-examines
traditional understanding of
agency and personhood,
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presenting a globally diverse
set of case studies that cover a
range of cultural, geographical,
and historical contexts. Agency
(the ability to act) and
personhood (the reciprocal
qualities of relational beings)
have traditionally been strictly
assigned to humans. In case
studies from Ghana to Australia
to the British Isles and
Mesoamerica, contributors to
this volume demonstrate that
objects, animals, locations, and
other nonhuman actors also
potentially share this
ontological status and are
capable of instigating events
and enacting change. This kind
of other-than-human agency is
not a one-way transaction of
cause to effect but requires an
appropriate form of reciprocal
engagement indicative of
relational personhood, which in
these cases, left material traces
detectable in the
archaeological record. Modern
dualist ontologies separating
objects from subjects and the
animate from the inanimate
obscure our understanding of
the roles that other-thanhuman agents played in past
mesoamerican-archaeology-theory-and-practice

societies. Relational Identities
and Other-than-Human Agency
in Archaeology challenges this
essentialist binary perspective.
Contributors in this volume
show that intersubjective
(inherently social) ways of
being are a fundamental and
indispensable condition of all
personhood and move the
debate in posthumanist
scholarship beyond the
polarizing dichotomies of
relational versus bounded
types of persons. In this way,
the book makes a significant
contribution to theory and
interpretation of personhood
and other-than-human agency
in archaeology. Contributors:
Susan M. Alt, Joanna Brück,
Kaitlyn Chandler, Erica Hill,
Meghan C. L. Howey, Andrew
Meirion Jones, Matthew
Looper, Ian J. McNiven, Wendi
Field Murray, Timothy R.
Pauketat, Ann B. Stahl, Maria
Nieves Zedeño
Stone Houses and Earth
Lords - Keith M. Prufer
2021-05-03
Stone Houses and Earth Lords
is the first volume dedicated
exclusively to the use of caves
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in the Maya Lowlands,
covering primarily Classic
Period archaeology from A.D.
100 through the Spaniards'
arrival. Although the caves that
riddled the lowlands show no
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signs of habitation, most
contain evidence of human use
- evidence that suggests that
they functioned as ritual
spaces.
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